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Closing the loop between body compensations and upper-limb prosthetic movements: a feasibility study

Mathilde Legrand¹, Nathanaël Jarrasse¹, Etienne de Montalivet¹, Florian Richer¹ and Guillaume Morel¹

Abstract—To control the robotic joints of an upper limb prosthesis, most existing approaches rely on decoding the user motor intention from electrophysiological signals produced by the subject, and then executing the desired movement. This suffers from important limitations and requires extended training, particularly when a large number of prosthetic joints have to be controlled. Even when they master the control of their prosthesis, many amputees underline the prosthetic mobility to the benefit of compensatory body movements, whose generation is less expensive and more natural from a cognitive point of view. Indeed, with an arm prosthesis, hand movements result from a combination of human and robotic joint motions.

We propose in this paper to use these compensatory motions as an error signal to servo the robotic controller. This approach thus creates a coupling between body compensations and prosthetic movements.

To study the feasibility of such a coupling, the concept is tested with ten able-bodied subjects wearing an emulated elbow prosthesis and one congenital arm amputee. The results validate the concept, which allows naive subjects to control the prosthetic joint with no or very short training period.

Index Terms—Physical human-robot interaction, prosthetics and exoskeletons, human-in-the-loop and body compensations.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOTIC prostheses aim to help amputated people recovering motor capabilities and thus functional independence. In recent years, the development of advanced mechatronic prostheses has led to technological improvements such as a better fixation system to the body with osseointegration [1] or a larger number of degrees of freedom (DOF) [2]–[4]. However, providing these devices with a natural and efficient control is still a major challenge [5]–[7].

Most control approaches use a direct connection between an auxiliary signal produced by the subjects (like electromyographic signal) and the resulting movement of the prosthesis generated by the controller (see Auxiliary Signal Control Figure 1(a)). Examples of this approach include conventional myoelectric control, integrated into most of the commercially available devices. With electromyogram sensors, signal processing suffers from a lack of robustness to numerous factors [6], including electrodes placement, environmental conditions, muscular fatigue or human variability in myoelectric activity.

Therefore, to achieve enough robustness, the subject is asked to send high intensity sequential signals and/or co-contraction sequences, that ease the motor intention recognition. As a result, controlling the prosthesis requires a long learning phase [5], [8], [9], for a limited control dimensionality. Literature reports attempt to use other signals and treatments, such as cerebral state [10], [11], or head or foot movements [12]–[15]. However, none of these solutions seem to significantly increase the easiness of control [7]. These issues are becoming particularly problematic with the increasing number of prosthetic DOF to control with recent prostheses.

Artificial Intelligence is a possible solution to ease control. The idea is to let the robot learn how to decode patient-specific control signals, rather than let the subject learn how to control the prosthesis. For example, in [16] and [17], pattern recognition-based myoelectric control is used for decoding natural muscular synergies. However, again, robustness issues occur and limit the number of patterns that the algorithm can really recognize during daily life scenarios.

Recently, alternative solutions have been explored to decrease the number of patterns to be identified, without impacting the movement ability of the prosthesis. They propose to separate the control of hand (grasping function) and wrist/elbow joints (reaching, positioning functions), considering that myoelectric approaches should be used to manage the grasping functions of the hand, but not being overloaded with the control of the other intermediate joints. To move the prosthetic wrist and/or elbow, these approaches avoid asking subjects to generate an extra signal independently from the control of their healthy joints. Instead, they consist in observing the motion of the healthy body and then in deducing the completing motion of the prosthesis. The input signal of the controller is not an auxiliary signal but the kinematic measurements of the body motion (see Motion Completion Control Figure 1(b)). Examples of this approach include joint synergy-based control schemes that map the kinematic body measurements into prosthesis movements, through models of natural joint coordinations [18], [19]. Yet, synergies, be it for muscles or joints, are task-dependent [20], [21]: each task requires its own model. The control law must then contain a model for each type of motion, which leads to complex algorithm structures. Synergy-based controls are thus limited to a small set of motions.

We propose in this paper a new control approach exploiting measurements of body position in a different way. It tackles a common limitation to all existing prosthetic control schemes: the fact that errors have to be corrected by the user, mainly through visual feedback, requiring a heavy mental workload.
and increasing the time of the task [7]. It operates in three steps: (i) analysis of the body posture to evaluate whether the subject is currently compensating for an inadequate prosthesis configuration; (ii) when a body compensation is detected, computation of a new desired position of the prosthesis that cancels the compensation; (iii) servoing the prosthesis joints position to this desired value with a secondary loop. Figure 1(c) sketches the corresponding diagram of this control scheme, later called Compensations Cancellation Control (CCC). Note that, like Motion Completion Control, this work focuses on intermediate joints control and not on hand grasping functions, since those are hardly redundant and cannot be compensated by other body joints.

In this paper, we propose to study the feasibility of this concept by implementing it for the control of one prosthetic joint. In Section II, the general approach is further described before being detailed for the control of a prosthetic elbow. In Section III, we present the experimental set-up developed for the different validation experiments. In Section IV, we discuss the tuning of the controller from an experimental analysis. In Section V, we evaluate the response of human-robot pairs: ten able-bodied subjects perform a path tracking task, while wearing an emulated prosthetic elbow that drove their motions.

The approach is then evaluated with a congenital arm amputee in Section VI.

II. COMPENSATIONS CANCELLATION CONTROL

A. General concept

The concept we are proposing is based on the observation of a natural behavior in subjects wearing a prosthesis: the body compensations. These movements are typically produced by amputees who wear a passive (non-mobile) prosthesis, to position their hand in spite of the lack of distal mobility. For instance, if a prosthetic elbow joint is not extended enough while the user wants to reach a distant target, the user will lean forward using the trunk to achieve the goal. Body compensations are well known in the medical community and are to be avoided as they may generate fatigue or even musculoskeletal disorders [22], [23].

Interestingly, body compensatory motions are also frequently observed in amputees who wear a robotic myoelectric prosthesis [24]–[26]. We hypothesize that this results from the high cognitive cost when using the prosthetic joints. Indeed, as observed in Figure 1(a), Auxiliary Signal Control creates two parallel loops for the subject, which are in conflict: the natural motor control loop (control of healthy joints, in blue) and the...
prosthesis motion loop (red and yellow). Since generating an individual myoelectric signal is not natural for the Central Nervous System, the subject naturally tends to use the motor control loop to perform a task: s/he tends to use only residual functional joints (through body compensations), abandon the active dimension of the prosthesis and use it as a rigid tool. We propose to take inspiration from this natural reaction to build a relevant signal expressing the prosthesis positioning error, error to which the device is then continuously servoed. For example, when a subject is leaning, it can be inferred that the elbow is not extended enough and the robot controller will extend it. Since the natural focus of the subject is the hand position, we assume that the subject will react to the elbow extension and, to reach the intended target, will lean less. The continuous prosthesis servoing on body compensations creates a human-robot coupling which allows to reduce user body compensations with prosthesis motions, while achieving a given task (see Figure 1(c)).

It can be noticed that, like Motion Completion Control, CCC does not require the subject to generate auxiliary signals. Moreover, as postural compensations are naturally employed by the Central Nervous System, we hypothesize that the user will master the control of the prosthesis without any previous knowledge on the concept. Note that controlling a robot from the body configuration of its user is not a completely new concept. It has been explored in the literature in the context of cobotics, for industrial applications [27–29]. Significant differences exist with our approach since we propose to control a generic prosthesis: because it aims at replacing a human limb, it must move in accordance with the rest of the human body. This idea was first presented in [30] in which it was verified that using postural compensations as control input does not heighten them. The work of the aforementioned paper is extended here with a detailed explanation of CCC concept, a presentation of an experimental tuning approach, an extensive study of human’s response to the prosthesis servoing and a further validation experiment with a congenital amputee participant.

Implementing the concept of CCC raises three main questions:

1) in everyday life, how to continuously measure the posture of the user and identify a postural compensatory movement out of this measure?
2) how natural is the prosthesis manipulation for a naive subject, or more precisely, is a naive subject able to use a prosthesis equipped with CCC without any explanations on the concept?
3) is the tuning of the controller valid for every subject or will a personalization be required?

In this paper, we focus on the second and third questions which are addressed in Sections V and VI, while Section IV presents the tuning of the controller with one subject. The first question is bypassed thanks to the design of a specific experimental setup where the detection and identification of compensatory movements can be easily implemented.

In the very next Section II-B, CCC implementation for the case study considered in this work – controlling a prosthetic elbow – is detailed.

B. Control formulation for an example application

In the very next Section II-B, CCC implementation for the case study considered in this work – controlling a prosthetic elbow – is detailed.
motions, while the prosthesis is responsible for the correct user’s posture.
It can be noticed that this controller involves the tuning of only two scalar parameters: \( \lambda \), that tunes the bandwidth of the secondary loop, and \( q_0 \) that tunes the acceptable error. The tuning of these parameters was performed experimentally, as exposed Section IV.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The feasibility study presented in this paper gathers three complementary experiments. Each of them were carried out in accordance with the recommendations of Universite Paris Descartes ethic committee CERES, which approved the protocols (NIRB: 2016300001072). The participants gave their informed consent, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

A. Hardware

![Emulated elbow prosthesis prototype for able-bodied subjects](image1)

![Prosthesis of the amputated subject](image2)

Fig. 3: Prostheses prototypes (a) mounted on an able-bodied subject’s arm, in such a way that his elbow motions are totally governed by the prosthesis; (b) for the amputated subject, for which only the elbow joint was actuated.

The first two experiments aim at tuning CCC and evaluating its potential. They were performed with able-bodied participants, aged 20-24, with no previous experience on prosthetic devices. A prosthesis prototype was adapted to imitate the wearing of a prosthesis. The prototype was a 1-DOF robotic joint (actuated by a 9W Faulhaber 2232U006S, fitted with 1:1000 gear ratio reducer) controlled by a Raspberry PI, through a DC motor driver running a low level velocity control loop. The angular velocity was limited to 50 deg.s\(^{-1}\) because of the actuation capacities. The device was fixed on an orthosis, attached to the participants’ arm (see Figure 3(a)). The elbow was not backdriveable so that elbow motions of the subjects were only due to prosthesis movements. The third experiment, that aims to validate the use of CCC by final-end users, was performed with a congenital amputee, wearing his own prosthesis which has a motorized elbow (see Figure 3(b)).

B. Experimental methodology

During the experiments, subjects were sitting and were asked to follow a moving target in their sagittal plane. In order to observe whether they were compensating or not, acromion and end-effector positions were recorded with the motion capture system OptiTrack (NaturalPoint Inc.). These positions were transmitted in real time to the prosthesis during the experiment, to implement the proposed controller.

At the beginning of the experiment, the reference acromion position, defined as the initial position, was recorded while the subjects were sitting with a vertical torso and the upper arm along their body. The definition of a more global reference body configuration falls under the question of the identification of compensatory motions, which is not the main purpose of this work and will be discussed in Section VII. To evaluate whether CCC was natural or not to the subjects, no instructions nor any explanation on how it works were given to any subject. They were only told that they had to focus on the achievement of the task (positioning their end-effector) and that the prosthetic device would “move to try helping them”.

The trajectories to follow for the different experiments were materialized with a WAM\(^\text{®}\) Arm (Barrett Technology) – always referred to WAM\(^\text{®}\) in the following: robot and robotic being sometimes employed for the prosthetic devices... Specific details of each experimental protocol are given in the corresponding sections.

IV. TUNING OF COMPENSATIONS CANCELLATION CONTROL

Using body compensations as control input for the prosthesis creates a coupling between human and robotic motions: when the subject uses an a body compensation to position his/her hand, this generates a robotic motion which, in turn, is expected to induce a correction of the body posture on the human side. It is therefore likely that the tuning of the parameters \( \lambda \) and \( q_0 \) influences transient response and stability. In a standard engineering process, a stability analysis should be performed to determine desirable values for these parameters. However, with CCC, the human motor control system is part of the loop. Therefore, it is quite a challenging issue to derive a model that could be used reliably for such a theoretical analysis. In order to get around this difficulty, we experimentally investigated the tuning of \( \lambda \) and \( q_0 \) by observing the effect of their variation on the transient response.

A. Protocol

One able-bodied subject participated in the experiment. She had to follow a target moving along a 20 cm straight line, carried by the WAM\(^\text{®}\) Arm. When arrived at one extremity of the line, the WAM\(^\text{®}\) paused for 2 seconds before leaving again in the opposite direction.

First, we studied the influence of the gain \( \lambda \) without the possibility to stop the prosthesis within a deadzone: \( q_0 \) was set to 0 deg in such a way that \( \lambda \) is always active. The prosthesis motions were controlled with CCC, with \( \lambda \in \{0.4; 2; 10\} \ [s^{-1}] \) successively. For each value of \( \lambda \), the task was repeated five
times. The reference posture was defined as the initial position of the subject.

In a second time, \( \lambda \) was fixed to its optimal value and \( q_0 \) was set to 5 and 15 deg to evaluate its impact on compensatory motions reduction. Here again, five trials were performed for each value of \( q_0 \).

### B. Results and analysis

Human acromion displacement and elbow velocities are observed in order to evaluate their coupled dynamic evolution. Figure 4(a) shows the mean and standard deviation of the prosthetic elbow angular velocity and the acromion displacement over the five trials, for the different values of \( \lambda \) and \( q_0 = 0 \) deg. When \( \lambda = 0.4s^{-1} \) (first row, cyan), the elbow velocity command remains small, leading to a slow movement of the elbow. As the prosthesis is not reactive enough, the subject largely mobilizes compensatory movements to perform the task, which can be observed in the corresponding acromion displacement plot: the maximum displacement measured in the mean plot is close to 15 cm. When \( \lambda = 10s^{-1} \) (second row, yellow), the magnitude of the compensatory acromion displacement is drastically reduced (5 cm, at most, for the mean plot). However, the velocity command is jerky and quickly reaches high values, as illustrated with the black line plot corresponding to an example trial. Notice that the mean plot smooths this oscillatory behavior as the time-reproducibility between trial is low: the velocity commutes at different times between trials, leading to large variability.

All in one, the movement of the prosthesis is not mastered, as it oscillates even when the WAM arm is still (gray areas). With \( \lambda = 2s^{-1} \) (last row, red), the velocity profile is much gradual and smoother. The standard deviation is small and the subject can monitor the prosthesis motion. Yet, the subject does not mobilize large compensations, as the maximal acromion displacement, for the mean plot, is limited to about 7.5 cm.

Note that this value of \( \lambda \) corresponds to a frequency \( f = \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} \approx 0.32 \text{ Hz} \), one order of magnitude smaller than the frequency of the human hand position controller (which ranges from 2 to 5Hz according to [32]). As viewed by the human controller, the prosthesis’ position can thus be considered as a slowly varying – or quasi-static – disturbance. In the rest of the paper, we thus selected \( \lambda = 2s^{-1} \).

Note that with \( q_0 = 0 \) deg, the robotic device never stops in practice. Indeed, the subject is never totally still with a perfectly null acromion displacement. This can be seen in Figure 4(a), where the velocity commands hardly stay at zero when the WAM does not move. A perfectly null deadzone necessarily leads to a permanent (even slow) oscillation of the prosthesis, which is not desirable. A non-null deadzone has thus to be added so that the device can stop without requiring the subject to be exactly at the reference position. Yet, a too high threshold will increase the zero-velocity zone around the reference posture, which may lead to higher acromion displacement for a same prosthesis position. Two values of \( q_0 \) were tested: 5 and 15 deg. Figure 4(b) shows that, compared to \( q_0 = 0 \) deg (first row), \( q_0 = 5 \) deg (middle row) only increases the acromion displacement by 3cm while slightly decreasing the elbow joint velocity, but without altering the motion dynamic. With \( q_0 = 15 \) deg (last row), the elbow angular velocity maximum is similar to the one with \( q_0 = 5 \) deg but with higher acromion displacement (+5cm and +8cm compared to \( q_0 = 5 \) deg and \( q_0 = 0 \) deg respectively). The motion dynamics is also affected since the temporal evolution of the elbow angular velocity is less smooth.

In the rest of the paper, a threshold of \( q_0 = 5 \) deg is selected, for all the subjects. To further support this choice, it can be noticed that a gap of 5 deg is never considered as uncomfortable in posture assessments (see [33], [34] for instance).
V. Evaluation of Compensations Cancellation Control

Following the tuning of CCC controller, the two questions listed in Section II-A can be further addressed:

1) is a naive subject able to use a prosthesis equipped with CCC without any explanations on the concept?
2) is the tuning of the controller valid for every subjects or will a personalization be required?

To provide answers, we conducted a detailed study on ten participants who performed a path tracking task. Ten able-bodied subjects wearing the emulated prosthetic elbow were involved. As stated Section III-B, no explanation about CCC were given to any subject to study intuitiveness (first question); $\lambda$ and $q_0$ parameters were the same for all participants to answer the second question.

A. Protocol

Fig. 5: Path tracking task. Dimensions of the rectangle are adjusted to the subject’s morphology. Numbers 1 to 4 correspond to the movement stages. The WAM Arm pauses briefly at each corner.

Subjects were asked to perform a path tracking task: they had to follow a material target carried by the WAM Arm, that slowly moved and drew a rectangle in their sagittal plane. The dimensions of the rectangle were adapted to the subjects’ morphology and the initial position was the upper-arm along the trunk and the elbow flexed at 90 deg (see Figure 5). The path tracking task was deliberately made slow to ensure a progressive reconfiguration of the subjects’ posture during the task.

The prosthetic elbow was successively controlled by three modes:

1) natural (mode N), without wearing the device. This was used as a reference;
2) with the elbow joint Locked at 90 deg (mode L), preventing from any movement of the elbow. This mode was chosen to evaluate the magnitude of compensations when the elbow is inoperative;
3) Compensations Cancellation Control (CCC): $q_0$ was set to 5 deg and $\lambda$ to 2s$^{-1}$.

A full session included five consecutive trials per mode ((5 trials) × 3 modes = 15 trials in total). For CCC, there were also ten training trials, whose data are not considered in the presented results.

For post-analysis, the movements of the body segments were recorded with the OptiTrack system: rigid bodies of markers were placed on the end-effector, forearm, elbow, upper-arm, right and left acromions and trunk. The movements of the hip and shoulder joints were also recorded with Inertial Measurement Units (IMU), one on the trunk and one on the arm.

B. Results and analysis

To compare CCC with the two other modes of control (natural N and locked L), we studied their performance through two criteria: task performance and joint motions, detailed in several metrics. Task performance was assessed through the end-effector trajectory error (defined as the mean distance between the WAM Arm and the subject’s end-effectors during the task). The duration of the task is not interesting here since it was imposed by the WAM Arm, and set constant between repetitions and between subjects. Joint motions were assessed through the shoulder and elbow angles and the displacement of the acromion from its initial (reference) position. The shoulder angle is the humerus aperture, angle between the hip-acromion vector and the upper-arm vector; the elbow angle is the joint flexion (see Figure 6(a)).

The four corners of the rectangular trajectory are at different distances and heights from the subject; joint motion strategies may thus vary with movement phases. Hence, joint metrics are given for each of these four phases. Since modes N and L are proposed in this experiment to represent a natural reference and a fully compensated scenario, joint metrics are also defined to allow a straightforward comparison of CCC with these two cases. For shoulder and elbow, the ratio between the joint angles obtained with modes L or CCC and the natural ones, at the end of each phase, is computed. Mode N thus represents 100% (perfect motion). The acromion metric is defined, for each phase, as the ratio $(x - \max_N)/\max_L$, with $x = \{\max_N;\max_L;\max_{CCC}\}$ and $\max_i$ the maximum acromion displacement with mode $i$ ($i = N, L, CCC$) during the phase. This thus gives 0% for mode N and 100% for mode L.

Results are shown Figure 6(b) (the values used to draw the box plots are the average over trials for each subject). It can be observed that there is no difference between the end-effector trajectory error of the control modes. The three outliers (one per mode) are from the same participant, whose trajectory error varies by less than 0.5cm between the modes. Whatever the control mode, the task is correctly realized. The prosthesis user always finds a way to achieve the goal; what can differ is the corresponding joint motions (human or prosthetic) and the exhibited compensations.

When analyzing shoulder ratio, we can see that the shoulder angle follows the natural motion for the two first phases, be it with modes CCC or L. At the end of the third phase,
Fig. 6: Path tracking task performance. (a) Definition of joint measures. (b) Performance metrics of the three modes of control, averaged over trials for each subject. From left to right: trajectory error, shoulder use ratio, elbow use ratio, acromion use ratio.

Fig. 7: End-effector and joints trajectories from one subject, for the three control modes. The numbers and arrows indicate movement phases. (a) Comparison of user’s end-effector and WAM’s end-effector trajectories. For the user’s, full line is the mean trajectory while dashed line is the standard deviation across the 5 trials. (b) Shoulder, elbow and acromion trajectories.

CCC induces a larger shoulder angle while mode L induces a smaller one. It comes back close to natural at the end of the fourth phase. The variation is high at this final step, with outlier data up to 500%, due to very small values of shoulder angles for natural motions (close to zero); CCC and L final shoulder angles yet do not exceed 5 deg.

As for the elbow ratio, there is no value for mode L since there is no elbow motion. With CCC, the ratio is between 80 and 100% for the first and fourth phases; for the second and third ones, an over-extension and a high variability between subjects can be noticed. Elbow motions with CCC are thus similar to natural ones in close surroundings of the subject. For phases 2 and 3 (further zones to reach), we noticed that subjects tended to lean towards prosthetic side between the end of phase 2 and the beginning of phase 4, in order to have a better vision of tracking error; this acromion displacement led to important elbow extension. The high variability is mainly due to the degree of leaning that differs between subjects which leads to more or less elbow extension. This points out the fact that trunk motions are not always compensatory but can also be functional (e.g. to position the head). Our approach does not yet separate these two situations. Larger shoulder angle at the end of phase 3 with CCC may be linked to this elbow over-extension, while the less large angle induced by mode L may be linked to the elbow still flexed at 90 deg whereas the natural one is more extended. Indeed, shoulder and elbow motions are connected to achieve the task; an over-extension of the elbow may thus be corrected by a higher shoulder angle to place the end-effector in a desired position. Once our approach will distinguish functional and compensatory roles of trunk and scapula, shoulder and elbow motions with CCC shall be close...
to natural ones during the entire task. This was already the case for participants who did not lean (or leant less) towards the prosthetic side in the third movement phase. The apparent inter-subject differences for the elbow and acromion metrics might also point out the need for a finer tuning of the control law parameters, although the small variability observed for phases 1 and 4 rather tends to discriminate this option.

The acromion ratio first shows a great reduction of compensatory motions with CCC compared to mode L (more than 60% on average). Then, we observe that body compensations are exhibited at the beginning of the task and decrease progressively until joining natural values. Figure 7, showing end-effector, joints and acromion trajectories (mean +/- standard deviation) of one subject, confirms all these results. On Figure 7(a), we see that the task is correctly performed with the three control modes; on Figure 7(b), we see that shoulder and elbow angles with CCC follow natural values, except during phase 3 where there is an elbow over-extension which may induced the shoulder higher aperture. The over-extension is not as high for every subject. The acromion displacement with CCC is well reduced compared to mode L and very close to the natural one. Figure 7 also illustrates the small variability between trials, be it for end-effector or joint trajectories, whatever the control mode. After ten training trials only, human and prosthesis motions with CCC are as repeatable as human motions.

This experiment confirms that naive subjects can achieve a slow positioning task with CCC while intuitively mobilizing the device (i.e. without any instructions on how to move, nor any explanations on the prosthesis controller behavior). Exhibited trunk and scapula motions are small enough not to be considered as troublesome but large enough to move the prosthesis. It is also noteworthy that the same controller parameters, $\lambda$ and $q_0$, were used for all subjects. Even if a finer tuning around the values found in Section IV could be performed, there is no critical need for algorithm training or complex personalization.

VI. PRELIMINARY TEST WITH AN AMPUTEE

CCC response has been studied in details on ten able-bodied subjects to verify its implementation feasibility. We completed this study by performing the same experiment with a congenital amputee.

A. Protocol

The participant performed a path tracking task similar as in section V. The dimensions of the rectangular trajectory were smaller than for able-bodied subjects, to adapt it to the reduced accessible space of the amputee, due to the socket (see Figure 8). The elbow joint of the prosthesis was successively controlled by two modes:

1) myoelectric control (MYO): a conventional myoelectric control with two electrodes (one on the biceps and the other on the triceps) was used to control the elbow flexion/extension. MYO controls the angular velocity with a trapezoidal profile. The participant was not used to myoelectric control because he began to wear a prosthesis shortly before the experiment. He had tested this mode only twice, in a different context, few days before the experiment;

2) Compensations Cancellation Control (CCC): $q_0$ was set to 5 deg and $\lambda$ to $2s^{-1}$.

The wrist and hand were locked. The task was repeated five times with each control mode and there was no specific training with CCC (the participant discovered this control mode during the first trial).

B. Results and analysis

Figure 9 shows the end-effector, shoulder, elbow and acromion trajectories, averaged over the five trials for the path tracking task performed by the amputee participant. It is completed by Figure 10 which shows performance metrics. As there is no natural reference here, shoulder, elbow and acromion metrics are not a comparison ratio but the final angles at the end of each movement phase and the maximum acromion displacement during each phase.

First, we can note that the trajectory error is similar between the two control modes (Figure 10(a)), which confirms what was observed with able-bodied participants: the prosthesis user adapts and manages to perform the task whatever the control mode, but the comfort and easiness of the motion can change. It could seem on Figure 9(a) that the end-effector trajectory with MYO is closer to the WAM trajectory than CCC, but this Figure only gives the spatial error and does not illustrate the possible time delay between the prosthesis’ and the WAM’s end-effector, which is taken into account in the trajectory error metric. Although similar between the two control modes, the error is higher than with able-bodied subjects, possibly because this participant did not have any familiarization neither with MYO nor with CCC.

Concerning shoulder joint, Figure 9(b) shows that the amplitude is smaller than the one of the representative able-bodied
mobilization of the device is intuitive in the sense that no specific knowledge nor learning on the prosthetic control is required.

Figure 10(b) adds a new metric, to evaluate another benefit of the continuous human-prosthesis coupling: motion smoothness. Indeed, Auxiliary Signal Control, like myoelectric, requires the user to constantly adjust the prosthesis position by sending a new signal each time (here a new muscle contraction), which can induce more jerky movements than the closed loop control of CCC. Motion smoothness is evaluate here with the spectral arc length of the elbow angular velocity [36], computed for each movement phase and totaled over the four phases (see Figure 10(b); the more negative, the less smooth). We can see that prosthetic motions with CCC are smoother than the ones with MYO. From a more subjective point of view, the participant also reported that prosthetic motions with CCC seems more natural to him and induced less muscular fatigue.

A last thing to notice is that the controller parameters, $\lambda$ and $q_0$, were the same for able-bodied and amputated participants. CCC tuning is thus robust over subjects – a finer tuning could yet be suggested to find the most adequate $(\lambda, q_0)$ couple allowing the smoothest joint trajectory for each subject.–.

**VII. STUDY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORKS**

These first results on CCC are promising for prostheses control but they are only preliminary and appeal for more exploration of the concept.

First, CCC was tested on only one DOF. A next step is to add more robotic DOF – apart from the hand whose grasping function must be covered distinctly. The control principles should not be significantly modified and we expect to find here a simple and practical solution to the problem of coordinated control of a manipulator’s joints (problem described in [37]). Some possible drawbacks arise from the fact that, in order to first develop the concept of CCC, we focus mainly on issues related to control and coupling. We did not focus neither on the extraction of body compensations nor on the reference posture definition. The feasibility to measure and extract compensations in everyday life environment is a first important potential obstacle. Concerning the measure, we used a motion capture system, which can hardly be transferred out of a lab environment. For future developments, we will employ IMU: the positions of the end-effector and the acromion, required to compute the control input, can be reconstructed with a simple set of two IMU. With one IMU attached to the trunk and one on the upper arm, we could extract the trunk orientation as well as the relative humerus/trunk angle. Along with the angle of the prosthetic joints obtained through the encoder and some anatomical data of the user, the current positions of the end-effector and the acromion in the user’s trunk frame can be derived [38], [39].

Concerning the identification of compensatory body positions, a major limitation was that the reference posture was defined as the initial position of the subjects and was fixed during the whole experiment. This solution does not allow identifying whether joints motions are compensatory or functional, since

---

**Fig. 9:** End-effector and joint trajectories (mean +/− standard deviation) with the two control modes for the amputated participant. The numbers and arrows indicate movement phases. (a) Comparison of user’s and WAM’s end-effector trajectories. (b) Shoulder, elbow and acromion trajectories.
every motion of the acromion is considered as a compensation, while it is not always the case. The reference posture can indeed vary with the context; it does not depend on the task itself but on the natural motions required to perform it. To tackle this issue, we are considering to develop a human model from which it could be recognized, in real time, whether the joint is compensatory or functional at the moment, and consequently trigger CCC.

In the presented work, CCC was compared to myoelectric control, with only one amputated subject. While the fact that the subject was naive to MYO was a good thing to assess the ease of discovering prosthetic control modes, this was also a limitation: a comparison of the two control modes with experienced subjects would be necessary to highlight the steady-state performance and thus the real ease of use of CCC in comparison to other control modes. This will be a point to assess in a future study. CCC could have also been compared to Motion Completion Control but the latter does not allow to perform a slow task like path tracking (it has only been developed for fast reaching motions). A new experiment can thus be set-up to both compare CCC to Motion Completion Control and study the feasibility to use CCC on tasks with different dynamics. Another supplementary work would be to analyze the cognitive load required by each control approach. It can be assumed that the generation of the auxiliary signal as well as the correction by the user only increase the mental charge; Auxiliary Signal Control as well as Motion Completion Control would thus be more demanding than Compensations Cancellation Control, but this is to be verified.

Finally, in Section IV, the human-prosthesis coupling, created by the device servoing on body compensations, was only illustrated with the controller tuning. It could be of interest to conduct a thorough stability analysis of the coupled system.

VIII. CONCLUSION

While the issues of posture-tracking and definition of reference body position in everyday life environment have been dismissed for the present study, the control paradigm based on posture correction presented here is validated. It allows a natural and simple command of an elbow prosthesis. After a few trials and without any explanation on the device’s control, subjects manage to implicitly control the prosthesis to perform the tasks, while staying in a non-compensatory posture. Another important feature is that the controller has only two scalar parameters: an integral gain and a threshold (deadzone). After a tuning on one able-bodied subject, they were kept constant for all the participants, able-bodied or amputated, emphasizing the simplicity and robustness of the concept. It could yet be worthwhile to study whether a finer tuning for each user would allow for enhanced performance. Since the error defined to close the control loop is user-based, we believe that it will be possible to perform multiple tasks with the same control law, as long as they use similar compensatory motions.

Moreover, while tested on a prosthesis, the use of CCC is not
limited to one kind of assistive device only. Many possible applications exist, be it for people living with disability or even for operators in professional context: upper limb exoskeletons, supernumerary arm, etc. To the authors’ knowledge, there is no other existing control scheme apart CCC that, without any information on the task for the robot, continuously controls in real-time both the distal robotic joints of the assistive device and its user’s posture. In that sense, the use of posture, combined with a feedback in the prosthesis control loop, opens new perspectives for prosthetic control.
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